
Report for CRN 35220 

 
Total # of Respondents: 4 

 

I. 2    Please enter the Course Name 

Excel 2010 Level III - Advanced  

 
 

I. 3    Please enter the Start Date 

2/27/2014  

 
 

I. 4    Please enter Instructors Name (First and Last Name) 

Carl Burnett  

 
 

II. 1    How would you rate the course content? 

Excellent  
Above Average  
Above Average  
Above Average  

 
 

II. 2    How would you rate the quality of instruction? 

Excellent  
Excellent  
Excellent  
Excellent  



 
 

II. 3    How would you rate your overall training experience? 

Excellent  
Excellent  
Excellent  
Excellent  

 
 

II. 4    How would you rate the textbook or handouts? 

Excellent  
Above Average  
Excellent  
Average  

 
 

III. 1    What did you like about the class? 

I learned new skills I can use right away on the job that will improve my 
efficiency.  
  
This course was small and allowed for a lot of hands on practice after 
instruction. Professor Burnett was helpful and engaged in helping us to 
understand each topic. He also went further into researching questions we did 
have although they may not have been in the text.   
Small class size and attention by the instructor as to what I was looking to get 
out of it.  

 
 

III. 2    What didn't you like about the class? 

It was appropriate so I liked all the content.  
  



I would like the option of a few more than 2 days to touch on more Macro 
and VBA topics.   
Not enough time and not enough exercises.  

 
 

III. 3    What improvements would you suggest? 

Some different examples to work on after we discuss a topic. For example, 
the teacher would go over an example and then we would do the same 
example on our own. It would make it helpful if the examples were different 
so we could think through the process more.  
  
Overall - excellent!  
Would like to have more exercises n the same subjects with a variety of 
outcomes.   

 
 

III. 4    What other classes would you like to see offered? 

Microsoft Access  
  
  
  

 
 

IV. 1    How did you find out about this class? 

Internet / Website  
N/A  
Internet / Website  
Internet / Website  
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